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We prove relevant properties of positive functions which allow us to study the dynamic 
behaviour of positive automata networks by means of Lyapunov functionals. In the anti- 
symmetric ase we relate the description of the limit behaviour with the maximization of a 
seminorm over the state space. The class of automata studied contains the threshold networks. 
1. Positive automata networks 
Positive functions have been introduced in [3, 4] as a tool for studying a class of 
automata networks, the positive automata, which have been used in several fields, 
for instance in neural models [1, 2, 3, 6, 7] and spin glasses [1, 3, 5, 6, 8]. 
Recall that a function a :  ~P~ ~P is said to be positive iff: 
(ax-cty, x)>_O Vx, y6~ p. (1.1) 
In Section 2 we give the main properties of this class of functions. In Proposition 
2.1 we show that there is only one convex and positive homogenous function Oa 
such that a is its subgradient. When t~ is antisymmetric we show, in Proposition 2.2, 
that ~ is a seminorm. 
A positive automata network is given by 6r = (Q, A, a), where A is a p xp  real 
symmetric matrix and a is a positive function such that ct(~ p) = Q. In main appli- 
cations Q will be a finite set. 
The automaton ~" evolves in discrete time in a parallel mode as follows: 
x(t + 1) = a(Ax(t)) Vt  >_ O, x(O) e Q. (1.2) 
We study its limit behaviour in Section 3. In Proposition 3.1 we prove that ~ o A 
is a Lyapunov functional of the automata ~r: ~aoA(x(t)) increases with time t and 
it is convex in x(t) (it is an 'anti ' -H-theorem [9, Chap. XIII] on this class of 
automata). This allows us to characterize some limit points as those which maximize 
this Lyapunov functional over Q. When a is antisymmetric we can state the problem 
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as the maximization of the seminorm ~uoA over Q. If A is semipositive defined we 
construct he Lyapunov functional [l" [JA which is related, in Corollary 3.4 and 
Proposition 3.4, with ~aoA on the limit set. When a is strictly positive, we deduce 
that the limit cycles are of lengths 1 or 2 (only 1 if A is semipositive defined). 
We assert hat this class of automata contain the threshold networks. In fact if 
A =(aij), l<i,j<_p, is symmetric and 
a3: [~P--~ { -- 1,0, 1}P: 
is the multivalued sign function: 
f 
-1  
(O~3(X)) i :-- sgn(xi) = 0 
1 
X---~ ff3(X) 
if xi<O, 
if xi=O, 
if xi>O, 
then the threshold network is given by the following evolution operator: 
x(O)e { -  1,O, 1}P~x(1)=a3(Ax(O))e {-  1,0, 1} p 
In Example 2.3 we give the properties of a3 as a positive function. 
2. Properties on positive functions 
In this section we give relevant properties on positive functions which will allow 
us to understand the global behaviour of positive automata networks. 
Let a : ~P-~ [R p be a positive function. It is easy to see that in the case p = l, the 
real function a will be positive iff it is a threshold function, which means: 
f 
a_ if x<O, 
a(x)= ao i f x=O,  
a+ if x>O 
with a_ <_ao<a+ 
(or equivalentely a(x)= a(sgn(x)), a being a monotone function). 
For a positive function a in [R p we define the following functional: 
~ct(X) : (a(X),  X) VX E [~P. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Lemma 2.1. I f  ct is positive, the functional dp a satisfies: 
(a) $a(x + y) <_ Oa(x) + Ou(Y) Vx, y ~ ff~P (subadditive), 
(b) $a(Ax) = A0a(x) Vx ~ ff~P, A ~ ff~ + (positive homogenous), 
(C) $Ct : ~'P'~ ~" is a convex function. 
Proof. From the positivity of a we get (a(x) - a(x+y), x) >_ 0, (a(y) - a(x +y), y)  >_ 0 
which imply (a). 
From (a(Ax)-a(x),Ax) >_O we get tp~(Ax)>_A~a(x ). From (a(x)-a(~.x),x) >_O 
we get Oa(x)>_(a(Ax),x). Since A___0 we obtain #pa(Ax)>_A¢a(x)>_(a(Ax),Ax)= 
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Oa(;tx); then the equality (b) is verified. 
Now (c) follows directly from (a), (b). [] 
Recall that fl : [PP---, IR p is a subgradient of a convex function 0 : IRP---' [P iff 
O(x) >_ O(y) + ( fl(y), x -  y ) Vx, y E [R p. 
Proposit ion 2.1. I f  a : [PP~ [PP & a positive function, then it & the subgradient o f  
the function Oa(x) = (a(x),x} and Oa is the only positive homogenous convex 
function having a as a subgradient. 
Proof .  By Lemma 2.1, 0a is a positive homogenous convex function and the 
positivity of a implies 
- ¢ Lv) - < a (y ) ,  x-y> = <a(x)  - a (y ) ,  x> > 0,  
then a is a subgradient of 0~- Now let $:[PP~[R be another convex positive 
homogenous function having a as a subgradient: O(x)-  O(Y)>- (a(y), x -y ) .  Taking 
x=O we get O(y)<(a(y) ,y )=Ca(Y)  VY e[Pp. On the other hand if we consider 
y = ½x, we obtain 
½~(X) ~-~ (t~(½X), ½X) = ~a(½X)= ½~a(X) ~lTrX e [PP, 
then we have proved 0 = $a. [] 
For a :  [PP~ [PP we define its antisymmetrized function by: 
t~" [PP~ [R p where t~(x) = ½(t~(x) - a ( -x ) ) .  (2.3) 
Remark that t~ verifies the antisymmetric equality 6t ( -x )=-6t (x )  Vxe  [PP, in 
particular ~(0)= 0. From the equality 
2(t~(x) - t~(y), x} = (a(x) - a(y), x)  + ( a( - x) - a( - y), - x) >- 0 Vx, y ~ [PP 
we deduce that the positivity is preserved, that is, if a is positive, then t~ is positive. 
If t~ = a, we call a antisymmetric. 
Proposit ion 2.2. I f  a :  [PP-~ [PP is positive, it induces a seminorm u/a in [PP by the 
formula: 
v/a(x)=~ba(x)= (~(x),x)  =½(a(x) -a ( -x ) ,x )  Vx~ [PP. (2.4) 
The seminorm ~a is a norm i f f  the linear subspace generated by d~([P p) is ~P. 
Proof .  As t~ is positive, we deduce from Lemma 2.1 that ~a is subadditive and 
positive homogenous. 
If ; t<0,  we get ~,a (Ax)=-~a( - ,~x)=- ( -A)~a(x)= I~. l~(x)so that ~a(Ax)= 
[A[ ~,(x) for any A ~ [P, x ~ [PP. 
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As 5(0) = 0 and t2 is positive we get q/a(x) = (6t(x), x) = (6t(x) - ~t(O), x)  >_ O. Then 
q/a is a seminorm. 
We shall finish the proof by showing that qG(x)=0 iff x_I_t2(I~P). In fact, if 
(a(x), x) = 0, we get: (a (y ) ,  x )  = (a (x )  - a ( -y ) ,  x) >_ 0 and similarly (t2(-y),  x) = 
(a(x) - •(y), x)  _> O. Then (a(y), x) = 0 Vy e [~P. [] 
From Propositions 2.1, 2.2 we deduce: 
Theorem 2.1. I f  t~: ~P--*ff~ p & a positive antisymmetric function, it induces the 
seminorm ~/a(x) = Oa(x) = (a(x), x) which is a norm i f f  a(N p) is a linear generator 
o f  NP. The funct ion a is a subgradient o f  ~/a and ~/a is the only seminorm having 
a as a subgradient. 
Example 2.1. For xe  [~P we define the set D(x)= {iE {1, . . . ,p}:  x i>x  j Vj#=i} and 
the function 
1 
a l (X) -  - -  E ei 
[D(x)[ ieD(x) 
where e i = (0--- 1 ---O) with 1 in the i-th coordinate and [AI the cardinal of A. Then 
al is positive, in fact: 
1 
- E xi->0. (¢21(X) Ctl(Y)'x>=max(xi) IDO')I j D(y) 
The unique convex positive homogenous function having al as a subgradient is 
O~,(x) = (al(x), x)  = maxi (xi). The seminorm associated to al is 
~'a, (x) = ½((cq (x), x) + (al  ( - x), - x)) = ½(max(x/) - min(x/)) 
which is not a norm. We have ~%(x)=0 iff xi=constant.  
Example 2.2. For xe  ~P take D'(x)= {i~ {1, . . . ,p}: [xi] > ]xj[,j=/=i} and define 
1 
a2(x)=~ ~, sgn(xi)ei. [D'(x)} i~D't~) 
We have 
(a2(X)  - a20 ' ) ,  X) = maxlx/[ 
1 
E sgnO,j)xj>_O. 
[D'(Y)[ jeD'O,) 
Then a 2 is positive. In this case a 2 is antisymmetric because D' (x )=D' ( -x )  and 
sgn( -x i )  = - sgn(xi). Then u/a,(x ) = ¢pa2(x) = (0rE(x), x )  = maxlxi[ which is the norm 
of the maximum in n~ p. 
Example 2.3. For xe  ~P define f f3(X)= (sgn(xi))i= 1..... p. Clearly a 3 is positive anti- 
symmetric and 
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q/a3(X) = ~)cts(X) -: (t~3(X), X )  = 
which is the Ll-norm in ~P. 
n 
2 Ix, I 
i=1 
Example 2.4. Let 
I0 if x = 0, 
O 4(X)= X/IIxII ifxq=O where Ilxll=<x,x> 
Clearly ct 4 is a positive antisymmetric function and q/~4(x)=O~,(x)= I[x[I is the 
euclidean orm in [R p. 
3. Properties on global behaviour of positive networks 
In this section we use the concepts introduced previously to describe the global 
behaviour of positive networks. In fact we shall prove that its global behaviour is 
related with the maximization of the seminorm 0a in the antisymmetric case. Let 
~ = (Q, A, a) be the positive automaton, where a is a positive function on [R p such 
that a(~ p) = Q. 
The dynamics of the automaton is driven by: 
x(t+l)=a(Ax(t) )~Q, t>_O, x(O)6Q. (3.1) 
By the finiteness of Q for any x(0)e Q there exists a limit cycle of the orbit 
(x(t))t>o, that is a sequence {X(to),...,X(to+k-1)} such that X(to+S)~X(to+S'), 
0 <_ s< s'< k, X(to + k)= X(to). The number k>_ 1 is called the length of the cycle. We 
denote by C(x(0))= {x(t0),.. . ,x(t0+k) } and by C--UxeQC(X) the set of limit 
cycles of the automaton. 
In this section we shall assume that A is a self-adjoint operator in ~P, that is: 
(Ax, y) = (y, Ax) Vx, y ~ [R p. (3.2) 
Analogously to the proof made in [3] we can show the following property: 
Proposition 3.1. The functional (q)a(Ax(t)))t>__l is increasing with t>_ 1. 
Proof.  Since ¢pa(Ax(t))= (a(Ax(t)), Ax(t)), then 
q~a(Ax(t +1)) - q)~(Ax(t)) =( a(Ax(t + 1)), Ax(t + 1) ) - (a(Ax(t)), Ax(t) ) 
= (x(t + 2), Ax(t+ 1)) - (x(t+ 1), Ax(t)) 
= (x(t + 2), Ax(t+ 1)) - (x(t), Ax(t+ 1)) 
= (x(t+ 2) -x(t), Ax(t+ 1)). 
Now if y is some point in IP p such that a(y)=x(t)  (recall a(~ p) = Q), we can write 
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the last expression as (a(Ax(t  + 1)) -  a(y), Ax(t + 1)) which is _ 0 because a is 
positive. [] 
Corollary 3.1. Ifx(O) ~ C, then (x(2)-x(0),  Ax(1)) =0. 
Proof. As x(O), . . . ,x(k-1) is a limit cycle for some k>_l, we get Oa(Ax(t)) is 
constant and then the equality required. [] 
Now consider the following maximization problem: 
P:  max O~(Ax) (3.4) 
xeQ 
and denote by O= {ye  Q: ~k~(Ay)>_Oa(Ax ) Vxe  Q} its solution set, which is non- 
empty because Q is finite. When a is also antisymmetric, this is the seminorm 
O~oA maximization problem over the set Q. 
Proposition 3.2. ONC:#0. 
Proof. If x(0) e O and x(t0), ..., x(t o + k) is its limit cycle from Proposition 3.1, we 
deduce Oa(Ax(O)) <_ q)~(Ax(to) ). Then x(to) ~ Of'l C. [] 
Now assume that in addition to the above hypothesis we suppose that the operator 
A is semipositive defined, i.e.: (x, Ax)>_0 Vxe  IR p. Recall that under this assump- 
tion the functional ]lxllA=(X, Ax)  1/2 is an euclidean seminorm. Consider the 
problem: 
2 P': max (x, Ax)  = [[xl[ A (3.5) 
x~Q 
and denote by O '={y~Q:  [[y[l~->llxl[~ VxeQ} its solution set. This is the 
euclidean seminorm [J. [[ A maximization problem over Q. 
Proposition 3.3. If A is semipositive defined, we get: 
Vx(O) Q: IIx(O)[l -< Ou(Ax(O))<_ t[x(1)U 2 . 
Proof. As x(0) = a(y) for some y e IR p, we get: 
(x(1) - x(O), Ax(O) ) = (a(Ax(O)) - a(y), Ax(O) ) >_ O. 
Hence q~(Ax(0))= (x(1),Ax(O)) > (x(0) ,Ax(0))= Ux(0)H~. Now the 
tiveness of A implies 
0< (x(1) - x(0), A(x(1) - x(0))) 
= (x(1), Ax(1)) + (x(0), Ax(0)) -2(x(1) ,  Ax(O)) 
which, by the above inequality, implies the right-hand side of (3.6). 
(3.6) 
semiposi- 
[] 
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Then we deduce the following results: 
Corollary 3.2. (l[x(t)[I 2 A)t>_O is a Lyapunov positive functional, that is, a convex 
functional increasing with time t >_ O. 
Corollary 3.3. I f  x(O) ~ C, then (x(1)-x(0), Ax(O) ) =0 and Ilx(1)-x(0)l[A =0. 
Proof. Since Ilx(t)[[ 2 is constant over the limit cycle x(O), . . . ,x(k-1),  we deduce 
from (3.6): O (Zx(O))-Ilx(O)ll2=o. Thus (a(Ax(O)),Ax(O))=(x(O),Ax(O)). As
x(1)=a(Ax(O)) we obtain the first equality. The expression [Ix(1)-x(0)l]A=0 
follows directly from (3.6). [] 
Corollary 3.4. 
max Ilzll  -- max  ¢pa(Ax). 
zeQ x~O 
Proof. From the equality (x(1), Ax(0))= 0a(Ax(0)) and (3.6) we deduce the above 
expression. [] 
Proposition 3.4. HA ~ 'n  C~0.  
Proof. If x(0)e ~'  and x(t0), . . . ,x(t0+ k -1 )  is its limit cycle, we get, by Corollary 
3.2, X(to+S)e ~'  Vs>_O. From (3.6) and Corollary 3.4 we also get X(to+S)~ ~. 
Then X( to+S)~'nCnc  VO<_s<k. [] 
Now suppose that 0 ~ A(Q) and that a is strictly positive on A(Q), that is it verifies 
the following property: 
Vx, y ~ Q: (a(Ax) - ct(Ay), Ax)  = 0 iff a(Ax) = a(Ay) or Ax = O. 
(3.7) 
Then as is done in [3] we can deduce the following result: 
Proposition 3.5. The lengths of  the limit cycles are 1 or 2 and in the particular case 
of  A semipositive defined they are only of  length 1. 
Proof. We apply the strictly positiveness to the expressions established in Corol- 
laries 3.1, 3.3. [] 
Conclusion 
In Proposition 3.4 we have established a relationship among the optimization 
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problems P, P' and the limit behaviour of positive automata networks. Though the 
solution of the problem P is algorithmically very hard to obtain, the relation estab- 
lished allows us to give a variational interpretation of the limit cycles of positive 
automata, which is explicited in Corollaries 3.1, 3.3, 3.4. If there is only one 
attracting periodic orbit the results obtained show that the automata evolution is an 
algorithm converging to the solution of P. 
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